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Inexact Block Coordinate Descent Algorithms for
Nonsmooth Nonconvex Optimization

Yang Yang, Marius Pesavento, Zhi-Quan Luo, Björn Ottersten

Abstract—In this paper, we propose an inexact block coor-
dinate descent algorithm for large-scale nonsmooth nonconvex
optimization problems. At each iteration, a particular block
variable is selected and updated by solving the original opti-
mization problem with respect to that block variable inexactly.
More precisely, a local approximation of the original optimization
problem is solved. The proposed algorithm has several attractive
features, namely, i) high flexibility, as the approximation function
only needs to be strictly convex and it does not have to be a global
upper bound of the original function; ii) fast convergence, as the
approximation function can be designed to exploit the problem
structure at hand and the stepsize is calculated by the line search;
iii) low complexity, as the approximation subproblems are much
easier to solve and the line search scheme is carried out over a
properly constructed differentiable function; iv) guaranteed con-
vergence to a stationary point, even when the objective function
does not have a Lipschitz continuous gradient. Interestingly, when
the approximation subproblem is solved by a descent algorithm,
convergence to a stationary point is still guaranteed even if the
approximation subproblem is solved inexactly by terminating
the descent algorithm after a finite number of iterations. These
features make the proposed algorithm suitable for large-scale
problems where the dimension exceeds the memory and/or the
processing capability of the existing hardware. These features are
also illustrated by several applications in signal processing and
machine learning, for instance, network anomaly detection and
phase retrieval.

Index Terms—Big Data, Block Coordinate Descent, Phase
Retrieval, Line Search, Network Anomaly Detection, Successive
Convex Approximation

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the optimization problem

minimize
x=(xk)Kk=1

h(x) , f(x1, . . . ,xK) +

K∑
k=1

gk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(x)

,

subject to xk ∈ Xk,∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (1)

where the function h is proper, f is smooth but not necessarily
convex, gk is convex but not necessarily smooth, and the
constraint set has a Cartesian product structure with Xk being
closed and convex for all k = 1, . . . ,K. Such a formulation
plays a fundamental role in signal processing and machine
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learning, and typically f models the estimation error or
empirical loss while gk is a regularization (penalty) function
promoting in the solution a certain structure known a priori
such as sparsity [1].

For a large-scale nonconvex optimization problem of the
form (1), the block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm has
been recognized as an efficient and reliable numerical method.
Its variable update is based on the so-called nonlinear best-
response [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]: at each iteration of the BCD algorithm,
one block variable, say xk, is updated by its best-response
while the other block variables are fixed to their values of the
preceding iteration

xt+1
k = arg min

xk∈Xk
h(xt+1

1 , . . . ,xt+1
k−1,xk,x

t
k+1, . . . ,x

t
K) (2a)

= arg min
xk∈Xk

f((xt+1
j )k−1

j=1 ,xk, (x
t
j)
K
j=k+1) + gk(xk).

(2b)

That is, the best-response is the optimal point that minimizes
h(x) with respect to (w.r.t.) the variable xk.

The BCD algorithm has several notable advantages. First
of all, the subproblem (2) (w.r.t. a block variable xk) is much
easier to solve than the original problem (1) (w.r.t. the whole
set of variables x), and the best-response even have a closed-
form expression in many applications, for example LASSO
[7]. It is thus suitable for implementation on hardware with
limited memory and/or computational capability. Secondly, as
all block variables are updated sequentially, when a block
variable is updated, the newest value of other block variables
is always incorporated. These two attractive features can
sometimes lead to even faster convergence than their parallel
counterpart, namely, the Jacobi algorithm (also known as the
parallel best-response algorithm) [2].

In cases where the subproblems (2) are still difficult to
solve and/or (sufficient) convergence conditions (mostly on the
convexity of f and the uniqueness of xt+1

k , see [3, 8, 9] and
the references therein) are not satisfied, several extensions have
been proposed. Their central idea is to solve the optimization
problem (2) inexactly. For example, in the block successive
upper bound minimization (BSUM) algorithm [4], a global
upper bound function of h((xt+1

j )k−1
j=1 ,xk, (x

t
j)
K
j=k+1) is min-

imized at each iteration. Common examples are proximal
approximations [9] and, if ∇f is block Lipschitz continu-
ous1, proximal-linear approximation [9, 10]. However, for the
BSUM algorithm, a global upper bound function may not exist
for some f (and thus h).

1That is, ∇kf(x) is Lipschitz continuous for all k = 1, . . . ,K.
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The block Lipschitz continuity assumption is not needed
if a stepsize is employed in the variable update. In practice,
the stepsize can be determined by line search [11, 12].
Nevertheless, only a specific approximation of f is consid-
ered, namely, quadratic approximation. Sometimes it may be
desirable to use other approximations to better exploit the
problem structure, for example, best-response approximation
and partial linearization approximation when the nonconvex
function f has “partial” convexity (their precise descriptions
are provided in Section III) . This is the central idea in recent
(parallel) successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithms
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and block successive convex approxima-
tion (BSCA) algorithms [4, 18, 19], which consist in solving
a sequence of successively refined convex approximation sub-
problems. A new line search scheme to determine the stepsize
is also proposed in [16, 17]: it is carried out over a properly
constructed smooth function and its complexity is much lower
than traditional schemes that directly operate on the original
nonsmooth function [11, 12, 13]. For example, as we will
see later in the applications studied in this paper, when f
represents a quadratic loss function, the exact line search has
a simple analytical expression.

Nevertheless, existing BSCA schemes also have their limi-
tations: the BSCA algorithm proposed in [4] is not applicable
when the objective function is nonsmooth, and the convergence
of the BSCA algorithms proposed in [18, 19] is only estab-
lished under the assumption that ∇f is Lipschitz continuous
and the stepsizes are decreasing. Although it is shown in [18]
that constant stepsizes can also be used, the choice of the
constant stepsizes depends on the Lipschitz constant of ∇f
that is not easy to obtain/estimate when the problem dimension
is extremely large.

The standard SCA and BSCA algorithms [4, 12, 16, 17, 18]
are based on the assumption that the approximation sub-
problem is solved perfectly at each iteration. Unless the
approximation subproblems have a closed-form solution, this
assumption can hardly be satisfied by iterative algorithms
that exhibit an asymptotic convergence only as they must be
terminated after a finite number of iterations in practice. It
is shown in [15, 19] that convergence is still guaranteed if
the approximation subproblems are solved more and more
accurately. However, the solution accuracy is specified by an
error bound which is difficult to verify in practice. A different
approach is adopted in [20] where the optimization problem
(2) is solved inexactly by running the gradient projection
algorithm for a finite number of iterations. Nevertheless, its
convergence is only established for the specific application in
nonnegative matrix factorization.

In this paper, we propose a block successive convex ap-
proximation (BSCA) framework for the nonsmooth nonconvex
problem (1) by extending the parallel update scheme in [16]
to a block update scheme. The proposed BSCA algorithm
consists in optimizing a sequence of successively refined ap-
proximation subproblems, and has several attractive features.

i) The approximation function is a strictly convex approx-
imation of the original function and it does not need to
be a global upper bound of the original function;

ii) The stepsize is calculated by performing the (exact or

successive) line search scheme along the coordinate of
the block variable being updated and has low complexity
as it is carried out over a properly constructed smooth
function;

iii) If the approximation subproblem does not admit a
closed-form solution and is solved iteratively by a de-
scent algorithm, for example the (parallel) SCA algo-
rithm proposed in [16], the descent algorithm can be
terminated after a finite number of iterations;

iv) The BSCA algorithm has a guaranteed convergence to a
stationary point, even when f is not multiconvex and/or
∇f is not block Lipschitz continuous.

These features are distinctive from existing works from the
following aspects:

• Feature i) extends the BSUM algorithm [4] and BCD
algorithm [9, (1.3b)] where the approximation function
must be a global upper bound of the original function,
[11, 12] and [18, 19] where the approximation functions
must be quadratic and strongly convex, respectively;

• Feature ii) extends [18, 19] where decreasing stepsizes are
used, and [11, 12, 13] where the line search is over the
original nonsmooth function and has a high complexity;

• Feature iii) extends [19] where the approximation sub-
problems must be solved with increasing accuracy. We
remark that this feature is inspired by [13], but we
establish convergence under weaker assumptions;

• Feature iv) extends [9, (1.3a)] where f is multi-strongly-
convex, [18, 19] where ∇f must be Lipschitz continuous,
[9, (1.3c)] and [10] where ∇f must be block Lipschtiz
continuous, and [12, 13] where line search over the
original nonsmooth function is used.

These attractive features are illustrated by several applications
in signal processing and machine learning, namely, network
anomaly detection and phase retrieval.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II,
we give a brief review of the SCA framework proposed in
[16]. In Sec. III, the BSCA framework together with the
convergence analysis is formally presented. An inexact BSCA
framework is proposed in Sec. IV. The attractive features
of the proposed (exact and inexact) BSCA framework are
illustrated through several applications in Sec. V. Finally some
concluding remarks are drawn in Sec. VI.

Notation: We use x, x and X to denote a scalar, vector and
matrix, respectively. We use xj,k and xj to denote the (j, k)-
th element and the j-th column of X, respectively; xk is the
k-th element of x where x = (xk)Kk=1, and x−k denotes all
elements of x except xk: x−k = (xj)

K
j=1,j 6=k. We denote xp

and x/y as the element-wise operation, i.e., (xp)k = (xk)p

and (x/y)k = xk/yk, respectively. Notation x◦y and X⊗Y
denotes the Hadamard product between x and y, and the
Kronecker product between X and Y, respectively. The oper-
ator [x]ba returns the element-wise projection of x onto [a,b]:
[x]ba , max(min(x,b),a). We denote d(X) as the vector
that consists of the diagonal elements of X and diag(x) is a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal vector is x. We use 1 to de-
note a vector with all elements equal to 1. The operator ‖X‖p
specifies the p-norm of X and it denotes the spectral norm
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when p is not specified. Sa(b) denotes the soft-thresholding
operator: Sa(b) , max(b− a,0)−max(−b− a, 0).

II. REVIEW OF THE SUCCESSIVE CONVEX
APPROXIMATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a brief review of (a special case
of) the SCA framework developed in [16] for problem (1). It
consists of solving a sequence of successively refined approxi-
mation subproblems: given xt at iteration t, the approximation
function of f(x) w.r.t. xk is denoted as f̃k(xk;xt), and the
approximation subproblem consists of minimizing the approx-
imation function h̃(x;xt) ,

∑K
k=1 f̃k(xk;xt)+

∑K
k=1 gk(xk)

over the constraint set X1 × . . .×XK :

Bxt ∈ arg min
(xk∈Xk)Kk=1

{ K∑
k=1

f̃k(xk;xt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f̃(x;xt)

+

K∑
k=1

gk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(x)

}
, (3)

where f̃k(xk;xt) satisfies several technical assumptions, most
notably,
• Convexity: The function f̃k(xk;xt) is convex in xk for

any given xt ∈ X ;
• Gradient Consistency: The gradient of f̃k(xk;xt) and

the gradient of f(x) are identical at x = xt, i.e.,
∇xk f̃k(xtk;xt) = ∇xkf(xt);

The approximation subproblem (3) can readily be decomposed
into K independent subproblems that can be solved in parallel:
Bxt = (Bkxt)Kk=1 and

min
xk∈Xk

{
f̃k(xk;xt) + gk(xk)

}
, k = 1, . . . ,K.

Remark 1. The approximation function
∑K
k=1 f̃k(xk;xt) in

(3) is a special case of the general SCA framework developed
in [16] because it is separable among the different block vari-
ables. More generally, f̃(x;xt), the approximation function
of f(x), only needs to be convex and differentiable with the
same gradient as f(x) at xt, and it does not necessarily admit
a separable structure.

Since Bxt is an optimal point of problem (3), we have

0
(a)

≥ f̃(Bxt;xt) + g(Bxt)− (f̃(xt;xt) + g(xt))

(b)

≥ (Bxt − xt)T∇f̃(xt;xt) + g(Bxt)− g(xt)

(c)
= (Bxt − xt)T∇f(xt) + g(Bxt)− g(xt) , d(xt), (4)

where (a), (b) and (c) is due to the optimality of Bxt,
the convexity of f̃(x;xt) in x and the gradient consistency
assumption, respectively. Therefore Bxt−xt is a descent direc-
tion of the original objective function h(x) in (1) along which
the function value h(x) can be further decreased compared
with h(xt) [16, Prop. 1]. This motivates us to refine xt and
define xt+1 as follows:

xt+1 = xt + γt(Bxt − xt), (5)

where γt ∈ (0, 1] is the stepsize that needs to be selected
properly to yield a fast convergence.

Algorithm 1 The parallel successive convex approximation
algorithm for nonsmooth nonconvex optimization problem (1)
(proposed in [16])
Initialization: t = 0 and x0 ∈ X (arbitrary but fixed).
Repeat the following steps until convergence:
S1: Compute Bxt = (Bkxt)Kk=1 by solving the following

independent optimization problems in parallel:

Bkxt = arg min
xk∈Xk

{
f̃k(xk;xt) + g(xk)

}
, k = 1, . . . ,K.

S2: Compute γt by the exact line search (7) or the successive
line search (8).

S3: Update x: xt+1 = xt + γt(Bxt − xt).
S4: t← t+ 1 and go to S1.

It is natural to select a stepsize such that the function h(xt+
γ(Bxt − xt)) is minimized w.r.t. γ:

min
0≤γ≤1

f(xt + γ(Bxt − xt)) + g(xt + γ(Bxt − xt)), (6)

and this is the so-called exact line search (also known as the
minimization rule). For nonsmooth optimization problems, the
traditional exact line search usually suffers from a high com-
plexity as the optimization problem (6) is nondifferentiable. It
is shown in [16, Sec. III-A] that the stepsize obtained by per-
forming the exact line search over the following differentiable
function also yields a decrease in h(x):

γt ∈ argmin
0≤γ≤1

{
f(xt+γ(Bxt−xt))+g(xt)+γ(g(Bxt)−g(xt))

}
.

(7)
To see this, we remark that firstly, the objective function in
(7) is an upper bound of the objective function in (6) which
is tight at γ = 0 since g is convex:

g(xt + γ(Bxt − xt)) ≤ (1− γ)g(xt) + γg(Bxt), 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.

Secondly, the objective function in (7) has a negative slope
at γ = 0 as its gradient is equal to d(xt) in (4). Therefore,
γt > 0 and h(xt + γt(Bxt − xt)) < h(xt).

If the scalar differentiable optimization problem in (7) is still
difficult to solve, the low-complexity successive line search
(also known as the Armijo rule) can be used instead [16, Sec.
III-A]: given scalars 0 < α < 1 and 0 < β < 1, the stepsize
γt is set to be γt = βmt , where mt is the smallest nonnegative
integer m satisfying

f(xt + βm(Bxt − xt)) + g(xt) + βm(g(Bxt)− g(xt))

≤ f(xt) + g(xt) + αβmd(xt), (8)

where d(xt) is the descent defined in (4).
The above steps are summarized in Alg. 1. As a descent

algorithm, it generates a monotonically decreasing sequence
{h(xt)}, and every limit point of {xt} is a stationary point of
(1) (see [16, Thm. 2] for the proof).

III. THE PROPOSED BLOCK SUCCESSIVE CONVEX
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

From a theoretical perspective, Alg. 1 is fully parallelizable.
In practice, however, it may not be fully parallelized when
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the problem dimension exceeds the hardware’s memory and/or
processing capability. We could naively solve the independent
subproblems in Step S1 of Alg. 1 sequentially, for example, in
a cyclic order. Once all independent subproblems are solved, a
joint line search is performed as in Step S2 of Alg. 1. However,
when the approximation subproblem w.r.t. xk is being solved,
the solutions of previous approximation subproblems w.r.t.
(xj)

k−1
j=1 are already available, but they are not exploited.

An alternative is to apply the BCD algorithm, where the
variable x is first divided into blocks x = (xk)Kk=1 and the
block variables are updated sequentially. Suppose xk is being
updated at iteration t, the following optimization problem w.r.t.
the block variable xk (rather than the full variable x) is solved
while the other block variables x−k , (xj)j 6=k are fixed:

xt+1
k = arg min

xk∈Xk
h(xk,x

t
−k)

= arg min
xk∈Xk

{
f(xk,x

t
−k) + gk(xk)

}
. (9)

Convergence to a stationary point of problem (1) is guaranteed
if, for example, xt+1

k is unique [3]. However, the optimization
problem in (9) may still not be easy to solve. One approach
is to apply Alg. 1 to solve (9) iteratively, but the resulting
algorithm will be of two layers: Alg. 1 keeps iterating in the
inner layer until a given accuracy is reached and the block
variable to be updated next is selected in the outer layer.

To reduce the stringent requirement on the processing capa-
bility of the hardware imposed by the parallel SCA algorithms
and the complexity of the BCD algorithm, we design in this
section a BSCA algorithm: when the block variable xk is
selected at iteration t, all elements of xk are updated in parallel
by solving an approximation subproblem w.r.t. xk (rather than
the whole variable x as in Alg. 1) that is presumably much
easier to optimize than the original problem (9):

Bkxt , arg min
xk∈Xk

{
f̃(xk;xt) + gk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸

h̃(xk;xt)

}
. (10)

Note that f̃(xk;xt) and h̃(xk;xt) defined in (10) is an ap-
proximation function of f(xk,x

t
−k) and h(xk,x

t
−k) at a given

point x = xt, respectively. We assume that the approximation
function f̃(x;y) satisfies the following technical conditions:
(A1) The function f̃(xk;y) is strictly convex in xk for any
given y ∈ X ;
(A2) The function f̃(xk;y) is continuously differentiable in
xk for any given y ∈ X and continuous in y for any xk ∈ X ;
(A3) The gradient of f̃(xk;y) and the gradient of f(x) w.r.t.
xk are identical at x = y for any y ∈ X , i.e., ∇xk f̃(yk;y) =
∇xkf(y);
(A4) A solution Bkxt exists for any xt ∈ X .

Since the objective function in (10) is strictly convex, Bkxt
is unique. If Bkxt = xtk, then xtk is a stationary point of the
optimization problem in (9) given fixed (xj)j 6=k [16, Prop. 1].
We thus consider the case that Bkxt 6= xtk, and this implies
that

f̃(Bkxt;xt) + gk(Bkxt) = h̃(Bkxt;xt)
< h̃(xtk;xt) = f̃(xtk;xt) + gk(xtk).

(11)

It follows from the strict convexity of f̃ and Assumption (A3)
that

f̃(Bkxt;xt)− f̃(xtk;xt) > (Bkxt − xtk)T∇xk f̃(xtk;xt)

= (Bkxt − xtk)T∇xkf(xt). (12)

Combining (11) and (12), we readily see that Bkxt − xtk is a
descent direction of h(x) at x = xt along the coordinate of
xk in the sense that:

dk(xt) , (Bkxt − xtk)T∇xkf(xt) + gk(Bkxt)− gk(xtk) < 0.
(13)

Then x is updated according to the following expression:
xt+1 = (xt+1

j )Kj=1 and

xt+1
j =

{
xtk + γt(Bkxt − xtk), if j = k,

xtj , otherwise.
(14)

In other words, only the block variable xk is updated while
other block variables (xj)j 6=k are equal to their value at the
previous iteration. The stepsize γt in (14) can be determined
along the coordinate of xk efficiently by the line search
introduced in the previous section, namely, either the exact
line search

γt = arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
f(xtk + γ(Bkxt − xtk),xt−k)

+γ(gk(Bkxt)− gk(xtk))

}
, (15)

or the successive line search if the nonconvex differentiable
function in (15) is still difficult to optimize: given predefined
constants α ∈ (0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1), the stepsize is set to γt =
βmt , where mt is the smallest nonnegative integer satisfying
the inequality:

f(xtk + βm(Bkxt − xtk),xt−k) + gk(xtk)+

βm(gk(Bkxt)− gk(xtk)) ≤ f(xt) + gk(xtk) + αβmdk(xt),
(16)

where dk(xt) is the descent in (13). Note that the line search
in (15)-(16) is performed along the coordinate of xk only.

At the next iteration t+ 1, a new block variable is selected
and updated2. We consider two commonly used rules to select
the block variable, namely, the cyclic update rule and the
random update rule. Note that both of them are well-known
(see [18, 19]), but we give their definitions for the sake of
reference in later developments.
• Cyclic update rule: The block variables are updated in a

cyclic order. That is, the block variable with index

k = mod(t,K) + 1 (17a)

is selected.
• Random update rule: The block variables are selected

randomly according to

Prob(xk is updated at iteration t) = ptk ≥ pmin > 0,∀k,
(17b)

2We assume for simplicity that a single block variable is updated at each
iteration, but all results can be generalized to the more general case that a
subset of all block variables are updated at each iteration.
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Algorithm 2 The proposed block successive convex approxi-
mation algorithm
Initialization: t = 0, x0 ∈ X (arbitrary but fixed).
Repeat the following steps until convergence:
S1: Select the block variable xk to be updated according to

(17).
S2: Compute Bkxt according to (10).
S3: Determine the stepsize γt by the exact line search (15)

or the successive line search (16).
S4: Update xt+1 according to (14).
S5: t← t+ 1 and go to S1.

and
∑
k p

t
k = 1. Note that any block variable can be

selected with a nonzero probability, and some examples
are given in [19].

The proposed BSCA algorithm is summarized in Alg. 2, and
its convergence properties are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Every limit point of the sequence {xt}t generated
by the BSCA algorithm in Alg. 2 is a stationary point of (1)
(with probability 1 for the random update).

Proof: See Appendix A in the supplementary materials.

If f̃(xk;xt) is a global upper bound of f(xk,x
t
−k), we can

simply use a constant unit stepsize γt = 1, that is,

xt+1
k = Bkxt = arg min

xk∈Xk
f̃(xk;xt) + gk(xk), (18)

for the reason that the constant unit stepsize always yields
a larger decrease than the successive line search and the
convergence is guaranteed (see the discussion on Assumption
(A6) in [16, Sec. III]). In this case, update (18) has the same
form as BSUM [4].3 However, their convergence conditions
and techniques are different and do not imply each other. As
a matter of fact, stronger results may be obtained, see [21].

There are several commonly used choices of approximation
function f̃(xk;xt), for example, the linear approximation and
the quadratic approximation. We refer to [16, Sec. III-B] and
[22, Sec. II.2.1] for more details and just comment on the
following important cases.
• Quadratic approximation:

f̃(xk;xt) = (xk − xtk)T∇kf(xt) +
ctk
2

∥∥xk − xtk
∥∥2

2
,

(19)
where ctk is a positive scalar. If ∇kf(xk,x

t
−k) is Lip-

schitz continuous, f̃(xk;xt) would be a global upper
bound of f(xk,x

t
−k) when ctk is sufficiently large. In

this case, the variable update reduces to the well-known
proximal operator:

xt+1
k = arg min

xk

{
(xk − xtk)T∇kf(xt)

+
ctk
2 ‖xk − xtk‖

2

2 + gk(xk)

}
,

3it is not possible to treat BSUM as a special case of BSCA or vice versa, as
they are derived from different rationales which lead to different convergence
conditions.

and this is also known as the proximal linear approxi-
mation. If we incorporate a stepsize as in the proposed
BSCA algorithm, f̃(xk;xt) is strictly convex as long as
ctk is positive and the convergence is thus guaranteed by
Theorem 2 (even when ∇kf(xk,x

t
−k) is not Lipschitz

continuous).
• Best-response approximation: If f(x) is strictly convex

in each element of the block variable xk = (xik)Ikik=1,
the “best-response” type approximation function is

f̃(xk;xt) =

Ik∑
ik=1

f(xik , (x
t
jk

)jk 6=ik ,x
t
−k), (20)

and it is not a global upper bound of f(xk,x
t
−k). Note

that f(xk,x
t
−k) is not necessarily convex in xk and the

best-response approximation is different from the above
proximal linear approximation and thus cannot be ob-
tained from existing algorithmic frameworks [9, 10, 21].

• Best-response approximation: If f(x) is furthermore
strictly convex in xk, an alternative “best-response” type
approximation function is

f̃(xk;xt) = f(xk,x
t
−k). (21)

The approximation function in (21) is a trivial upper
bound of f(xk,x

t
−k), and the BSCA algorithm (18)

reduces to the BCD algorithm (9). Adopting the approx-
imation in (21) usually leads to fewer iterations than
(20), as (21) is a “better” approximation in the sense that
it is on the basis of the block variable xk, while the
approximation in (20) is on the basis of each element of
xk, namely, xik for all ik = 1, . . . , Ik. Nevertheless, the
approximation function (20) may be easier to optimize
than (21) as the component functions are separable and
each component function is a scalar function. This reflects
the universal tradeoff between the number of iterations
and the complexity per iteration.

• Partial linearization approximation: Consider the function
f = f1(f2(x)) where f1 is smooth and convex and
f2 is smooth. We can adopt the “partial linearization”
approximation where f2(x) is linearized while f1 is left
unchanged:

f̃(xk;xt) = f1(f2(xt) + (xk − xtk)∇kf2(x))

+
ctk
2

∥∥xk − xtk
∥∥2

2
, (22)

where ctk is a positive scalar. The quadratic regulariza-
tion is incorporated to make the approximation function
strictly convex. It can be verified by using the chain rule
that

∇kf̃(xtk;xt) = ∇f1(f2(xt))∇kf2(xt) = ∇f(xt).

The partial linearization approximation is expected to
yield faster convergence than quadratic approximation
because the convexity of function f1 is preserved in (22).

• Hybrid approximation: For the above composition func-
tion f = f1(f2(x)), we can also adopt a hybrid approxi-
mation by further approximating the partial linearization
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approximation (22) by the best-response approximation
(20):

f̃(xk;xt) =

Ik∑
ik=1

f1(f2(xt) + (xik − xtik)∇ikf2(x))

+
ctk
2

∥∥xk − xtk
∥∥2

2
. (23)

The hybrid approximation function (23) is separable
among the elements of xk, while it is not necessarily
the case for the partial linearization approximation (22).
The separable structure is desirable when gk(xk) is
also separable among the elements of xk (for example
gk(xk) = ‖xk‖1), because the approximation subproblem
(10) would further boil down to parallel scalar problems.
We remark that the partial linearization approximation
and the hybrid approximation are only foreseen by SCA
framework and cannot be obtained from other existing
algorithmic frameworks [9, 10, 21].

Remark 3. The above approximation is on the basis of blocks
and it may be different from block to block. For example,
consider f(x) = f1(x1,x2, f2(x3)) where f1 is strictly
convex in x1, nonconvex in x2, and convex in f2(x3). Then
we can adopt the best-response approximation for x1, the
quadratic approximation for x2, and partial linearization (or
hybrid) approximation for x3:

f̃(x1;xt) = f1(x1,x
t
2,x

t
3),

f̃(x2;xt) = (x2 − xt2)T∇x2
f1(xt) +

τ t

2

∥∥x2 − xt2
∥∥2

2
,

f̃(x3;xt) = f1(xt1,x
t
2, f2(xt3) + (x3 − xt3)T∇x3

f2(xt3))

+
ct

2

∥∥x3 − xt3
∥∥2

2
.

The most suitable approximation always depends on the
application and the universal tradeoff between the number
of iterations and the complexity per iteration. SCA offers
sufficient flexibility to address this tradeoff.

The proposed BSCA algorithm described in Alg. 2 is comple-
mentary to the parallel SCA algorithm in Alg. 1. On the one
hand, the update of the elements of a particular block variable
in the BSCA algorithm is based on the same principle as in
the parallel SCA algorithm, namely, to obtain the descent di-
rection by minimizing a convex approximation function and to
calculate the stepsize by the line search scheme. On the other
hand, in contrast to the parallel update in the parallel SCA
algorithm, the block variables are updated sequentially in the
BSCA algorithm, and it poses a less demanding requirement
on the memory/processing unit.

We draw some comments on the proposed BSCA algorithm.
On the connection to traditional BCD algorithms. The

point xt+1
k in (14) is obtained by moving from the current

point xtk along a descent direction Bkxt − xtk. On the one
hand, xt+1

k is in general not the best-response employed in
the traditional BCD algorithm (9). That is,

f(xt+1
k ,xt−k) + gk(xk) ≥ min

xk∈Xk
f(xk,x

t
−k) + gk(xk).

Therefore, the proposed algorithm is essentially an inexact
BCD algorithm. On the other hand, Theorem 2 establishes
that eventually there is no loss of optimality adopting inexact
solutions as long as the approximate functions satisfy the
assumptions (A1)-(A4).

On the flexibility. The assumptions (A1)-(A4) on the
approximation function are quite general and they include
many existing algorithms as a special case; see also Remark 3.
Different from the BSUM algorithm, the proposed approxima-
tion function does not have to be a global upper bound of the
original function, but a stepsize is needed to avoid aggressive
update.

On the convergence speed. The mild assumptions on the
approximation functions allow us to design an approximation
function that exploits the original problem’s structure (such
as the partial convexity in (20)-(21)) and this leads to faster
convergence. The use of line search also attributes to a faster
convergence than decreasing stepsizes used in literature, for
example [15, 18].

On the complexity. The proposed BSCA exhibits low
complexity for several reasons. Firstly, the exact line search
consists of minimizing a differentiable function which in
many applications even admits a closed-form solution. In
the successive line search, the nonsmooth function g only
needs to be evaluated once at the point Bkxt. Secondly, the
problem size that can be handled by the BSCA algorithm is
much larger. Thirdly, when the number of block variables is
small, the BSCA algorithm is easier to implement than the
parallel SCA algorithm as no coordination among processors
is required.

On the convergence conditions. The BSCA algorithm
converges under fairly weak assumptions. Compared with [4]
and [15], the BSCA algorithm is applicable for nonsmooth
nonconvex optimization problems, and it converges even when
the gradient of f is not Lipschitz continuous, respectively.

We will show by several applications in Sec. V the benefits
of the above attractive features.

IV. THE PROPOSED INEXACT BLOCK SUCCESSIVE
CONVEX APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

In the previous section, the approximation subproblem in
(10) is assumed to be solved exactly, and this assumption is
satisfied when Bkxt has a closed-form expression. However, if
Bkxt does not have a closed-form expression for some choice
of the approximation function, it must be found numerically
by an iterative algorithm. In this case, Alg. 2 would consist
of two layers: the outer layer with index t follows the same
procedure as Alg. 2, while the inner layer comprising the
iterative algorithm for (10) is nested under S2 of Alg. 2.
As most iterative algorithms exhibit asymptotic convergence
only, in practice, they are terminated when we obtain a point,
denoted as x̂tk, that is “sufficiently accurate” in the sense
that the so-called error bound ‖x̂tk − Bkxt‖ is smaller than
some given εt that decreases to zero as t increases [15, 19].
Nevertheless, results on the error bound are mostly available
when f̃(xk;xt) is strongly convex, see [23, Ch. 6]. In general,
the error bound is very difficult to verify in practice.
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In this section, we propose an inexact BSCA algorithm
where (10) is solved inexactly, but we do not pose any
quantitative requirement on its error bound. The central idea
is hidden in (4): replacing Bkxt by any point x̂tk and repeating
the same steps in (11)-(13), we see that x̂tk − xtk is a descent
direction of h(xk,x

t
−k) at xk = xtk if

f̃(x̂tk;xt) + gk(x̂tk)− (f̃(xtk;xt) + gk(xtk)) < 0.

Such a point x̂tk can be obtained by running the standard
parallel SCA algorithm (reviewed in Sec. II) to solve the
approximation subproblem (10) in S2 of Alg. 2 for a finite
number of iterations only. At iteration τ of the inner layer,
we define f̃ i(xk;xt,τk ,xt) (the superscript “i” stands for inner
layer) as an approximation of the outer-layer approximation
function f̃(xk;xt) at xk = xt,τk (with xt,0k = xtk), and solve
the inner-layer approximation subproblem

Bkxt,τ ∈ arg min
xk∈Xk

{f̃ i(xk;xt,τk ,xt) + gk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h̃i(xk;xt,τk ,xt)

}, (24)

where xt,τ , (xt,τk ,xt). This problem is presumably designed
to be much easier to solve exactly than the outer-layer ap-
proximation subproblem in (10), for example, a closed-form
solution exists; such an example will be given in Sec. V-C.
We assume the function f̃ i satisfies the following technical
assumptions.
(B1) The function f̃ ik(xk;xt,τk ,xt) is convex in xk for any
given xt,τk ∈ Xk and xt ∈ X ;
(B2) The function f̃ ik(xk;xt,τk ,xt) is continuously differen-
tiable in xk for any given xt,τk ∈ Xk and xt ∈ X , and
continuous in xt,τk and xt for any xk ∈ Xk;
(B3) The gradient of f̃ ik(xk;xt,τk ,xt) and the gradient of
f̃(xk;xt) w.r.t. xk are identical at xk = xt,τk for any xt ∈ X ,
i.e., ∇xk f̃

i(xt,τk ;xt,τk ,xt) = ∇xk f̃(xt,τk ;xt);
(B4) A solution Bkxt,τ exists for any (xt,τk ,xt);
(B5) For any bounded sequence {xt,τk }τ , the sequence
{Bkxt,τ} is also bounded.

Since h̃i(xk;xt,τk ,xt) is strictly convex in xk and its
(global) minimum value is achieved at Bkxt,τ , it is either

h̃i(Bkxt,τ ;xt,τk ,xt−k) = h̃i(xt,τk ;xt,τk ,xt−k) (25)

or
h̃i(Bkxt,τ ;xt,τk ,xt−k) < h̃i(xt,τk ;xt,τk ,xt−k). (26)

On the one hand, if (25) is true, xt,τk = Bkxt and the
outer-layer approximation subproblem in (10) has been solved
exactly [16, Prop. 1]. On the other hand, (26) implies that
Bkxt,τ −xt,τk is a descent direction of the outer-layer approx-
imation function h̃(xk;xt) at xk = xt,τk , i.e.,

dk(xt,τ ) , ∇f̃(xt,τk ;xt)T (Bkxt,τ − xt,τk )

+ gk(Bkxt,τ )− gk(xt,τk ) < 0. (27)

Therefore we can update xt,τ+1
k by

xt,τ+1
k = xt,τk + γt,τ (Bkxt,τ − xtk), (28)

where γt,τ is calculated by either the exact line search along
the coordinate of xk over the outer-layer approximation func-
tion h̃(xk;xt) (rather than the original function h(x)):

γt,τ = arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
f̃(xt,τk + γ(Bkxt,τ − xt,τk );xt)

+γ(gk(Bkxt,τ )− gk(xt,τk ))

}
, (29)

or the successive line search: given predefined constants α ∈
(0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1), the stepsize is set to γt,τ = βmt,τ , where
mt,τ is the smallest nonnegative integer m satisfying

f̃(xt,τk + βm(Bkxt,τ − xt,τk );xt)

≤ f̃(xt,τk ;xt) + βm(αdk(xt,τ )− (gk(Bkxt,τ )− gk(xt,τk ))),
(30)

where dk(xt,τ ) is the descent defined in (27).
After repeating the process specified in (24)-(30) for some

finite iterations, say τ̄t ∈ [1,+∞), we set x̂tk = xt,τ̄tk and
compute the stepsize γt by the line search (15) or (16) (therein
Bkxt should be replaced by x̂tk). Then xt+1 = (xt+1

j )Kj=1 is
set according to

xt+1
j =

{
xtk + γt(x̂tk − xtk), if j = k,

xtj , otherwise.
(31)

The number of iterations τ̄t is in principle a finite number
and may be varying from iteration to iteration. The above
procedure is formally summarized in Alg. 3.

It is easy to verify that the sequence {h̃(xt,τk ;xt)}τ is
monotonically decreasing, but lower bounded by h̃(Bkxt;xt):

h̃(Bkxt;xt) ≤ h̃(xt,τ̄tk ;xt)

< h̃(xt,τ̄t−1
k ;xt)

< . . . < h̃(xt,0k ;xt) = h̃(xtk;xt−k).

This also implies that xt,τ̄tk is in general not an optimal point
of the outer-layer approximation subproblem in (10). However,
every limit point of the sequence {xt,τk }τ is an optimal point
[16, Thm. 2], which is unique in view of the strict convexity
of h̃(xk;xt). Therefore the whole sequence {xt,τk } converges
to Bkxt (provided it converges):

lim
τ→∞

xt,τk = Bkxt.

Theorem 4. If Assumptions (A1)-(A4) and (B1)-(B5) are
satisfied, then every limit point of the sequence {xt} generated
by Alg. 3 is a stationary point of Problem (1) (with probability
1 for the random update).

Proof: See Appendix B in the supplementary materials.

A straightforward choice of f̃a(xk;xt,τk ,xt−k) is

f̃ i(xk;xt,τk ,xt) =

kI∑
ki=1

f̃(xki ,x
t,τ
−ki ;x

t), (32)

where xk = (xki)
kI
ki=1. It is strictly convex because f̃(xk;xt)

is strictly convex in xk in view of Assumption (A1) and thus
individually strictly convex in each element of xk.
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Algorithm 3 The proposed inexact block successive convex
approximation algorithm
Initialization: t = 0, x0 ∈ X (arbitrary but fixed).
Repeat the following steps until convergence:
S1: Select the block variable xk to be updated according to

the cyclic rule (17a) or the random rule (17b).
S2: Compute x̂tk by the following steps:

S2.0: Set τ = 0 and xt,0k = xtk.
S2.1: Compute Bkxt,τ according to (24).
S2.3: Compute γt,τ by the line search (29) or (30).
S2.4: Update xt,τ+1

k according to (28).
S2.2: If τ + 1 = τ̄t, set x̂tk = xt,τ̄tk and go to S3.

Otherwise τ ← τ + 1 and go to S2.1.
S3: Given the update direction x̂tk−xtk, compute the stepsize

γt by the exact line search (15) or the successive line
search (16).

S4: Update xt+1 according to (31).
S5: t← t+ 1 and go to S1.

Remark 5. If f(x) is strictly convex in each element of the
block variable xk = (xik)Ikik=1, the exact BSCA algorithm
(Alg. 2) with approximation function (20) is a special case
of the inexact BSCA Alg. 3 with approximation function (32)
and τ̄t = 1, that is, the inner layer is terminated after one
iteration. To see this, we just need to verify that the inner
layer approximation function (32) with xt,0 = xt satisfies the
Assumptions (A1)-(A4).

We remark once more that the salient feature of the inexact
BSCA algorithm is that when a (parallel) SCA-based algo-
rithm is applied to solve the approximation subproblem (10),
it can be terminated after a finite number of iterations without
checking the solution accuracy. Note that the use of a SCA-
based algorithm is not a restrictive assumption as it includes
as special cases a fairly large number of existing algorithms,
such as proximal algorithms, gradient-based algorithms and
parallel BCD algorithms [16, Sec. III-B]. Nevertheless, it is
not difficult to see that the SCA-based algorithm nested under
Step S2 of Alg. 3 can also be replaced by any other algorithm,
as long as it is a closed mapping4 that can produce a point
x̂tk that has a lower objective value than xtk. This observation
has profound implications in both theory and practice. From
the theoretical perspective, the complicated error bound in
[15, 19] is no longer needed and the convergence condition is
significantly relaxed. Besides, the proposed algorithm extends
the inexact SCA algorithm in [13] where the convergence is
proved under the traditional exact line search in the spirit of
(6) only. From the practical perspective, this leads to extremely
easy implementation without any loss in optimality.

4A mapping B : x → Bx is closed if xt → x? and Bxt → y? for some
x? and y?, then y? ∈ Bx? [24].

V. APPLICATIONS IN SPARSE SIGNAL ESTIMATION AND
MACHINE LEARNING

A. Joint Estimation of Low-Rank and Sparse Signals

Consider the problem of estimating a low rank matrix
X ∈ RN×K and a sparse matrix S ∈ RI×K from the noisy
measurement Y ∈ RN×K which is the output of a linear
system:

Y = X + DS + V,

where D ∈ RN×I is known and VN×K is the unknown noise.
The rank of X is much smaller than N and K, i.e, rank(X)�
min(N,K), and the support size of S is much smaller than
IK, i.e., ‖S‖0 � IK. A commonly used regularization func-
tion to promote the low rank is the nuclear norm ‖X‖∗, but
its has a cubic complexity which becomes unaffordable when
the problem dimension increases. It follows from the identity
[25, 26] ‖X‖∗ = min(P,Q):PQ=X

1
2

(
‖P‖2F + ‖Q‖2F

)
that

the low rank matrix X can be written as the product of two
low rank matrices P ∈ RN×ρ and Q ∈ Rρ×K for a ρ that is
usually much smaller than N and K.

A natural measure for the estimation error is the least
square loss function augmented by regularization functions to
promote the rank sparsity of X and support sparsity of S:

minimize
P,Q,S

1

2
‖PQ+DS−Y‖2F +

λ

2

(
‖P‖2F+‖Q‖2F

)
+µ ‖S‖1 ,

(33)
where the matrix factorization X = PQ has been used
and it does not incur any estimation error under some suf-
ficient conditions specified in [27, Prop. 1]. This optimiza-
tion problem is a special case of (1) obtained by setting
f(P,Q,S) , 1

2 ‖PQ + DS−Y‖2F + λ
2

(
‖P‖2F + ‖Q‖2F

)
and g(S) , µ ‖S‖1. Note that f is nonconvex and its gradient
∇f is not Lipschitz continuous.

The problem formulation (33) plays an important role in
the network anomaly detection problem in [28]. A parallel
SCA algorithm in the essence of Alg. 1 was proposed in
[17, 29] to solve problem (33), where P, Q and S are
updated simultaneously at each iteration, and it requires three
processors. Besides, since the number of block variables is
small, the benefit of full parallelism may not compensate the
extra implementation overhead such as the coordination of
parallel processors.

In this section, we apply the BSCA algorithm proposed
in Sec. III to solve problem (33), and it requires a single
processor. Define Z , (P,Q,S) and assume for simplicity
the cyclic update rule. Since f(P,Q,S) is individually convex
in P, Q and S, the approximation function w.r.t. one block
variable is obtained by fixing other block variables (cf. (21)-
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γt =

[
−

tr((PtQt + DSt −Yt)TD(BSZt − St)) + µ(‖BSZt‖1 − ‖St‖1)

‖D(BQZt − St)‖2F

]1

0

. (33)

(20)):

f̃(P;Zt) = f(P,Qt,St), (34a)

f̃(Q;Zt) = f(Pt,Q,St), (34b)

f̃(S;Zt) =
∑
i,k

f(Pt,Qt, si,k, (s
t
j,k)j 6=i, (s

t
j)j 6=i)

=
∑
i,k

1

2

∥∥∥Ptqtk + disi,k +
∑
j 6=idjs

t
j,k − yk

∥∥∥2

2
,

(34c)

where qk, dk and yk in (34c) is the k-th column of Q,
D and Y, respectively. Note that it may be tempting to
approximate f(P,Q,S) w.r.t. S by f(Pt,Qt,S), but the
resulting approximation subproblem does not have a closed-
form solution and must be solved by iterative algorithms, see
[17, 28].

If the block variable P or Q is updated at iteration t, the
approximation subproblem is

BPZt = arg min
P

f̃(P;Zt)

= (Y −DSt)(Qt)T (Qt(Qt)T + λI)−1. (35a)

or

BQZt = arg min
Q

f̃(Q;Zt)

= ((Pt)TPt + λI)−1(Pt)T (Y −DSt), (35b)

When the block variable S is updated, the approximation
subproblem is

BSZt = arg min
S

f̃(S;Zt) + g(S)

= d(DTD)−1·
Sµ
(
d(DTD)St,τ −DT (DSt,τ −Yt + PtQt)

)
,

(35c)

where Sa[X] , max(X − aI,0) − max(−X − aI,0) is the
soft-thresholding operator. The next point St+1 is defined as

St+1 = St + γt(BSZt − St). (36)

The stepsize γt can be obtained by performing the exact line
search along the coordinate of S over f(Pt,Qt,S) + g(S):

γt = arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
f(Pt,Qt,St + γ(BSZt − St))

+γ(g(BSZt)− g(St))

}
,

which has a closed-form expression given in (33) at the top
of this page.

The above steps are summarized in Alg. 4. Note that
when updating P or Q, we have used a constant unit step-
size because the approximation function f̃(P;Zt) in (34a)
and f̃(Q;Zt) in (34b) is a (trivial) global upper bound of
f(P,Qt,St) and f(Pt,Q,St), respectively (see the discus-
sion for (18)). It follows from Theorem 2 that every limit

Algorithm 4 The exact block successive convex approxima-
tion algorithm for network anomaly detection problem (33)
Initialization: t = 0, Z0 = (P0,Q0,S0) (arbitrary but fixed).
Repeat the following steps until convergence:
S1: Choose a block variable (P, Q or S) according to either

the cyclic update rule or the random update rule.
If P is selected:
S2: Qt+1 = Qt, St+1 = St, and Pt+1 = BPZt defined in

(35a).
If Q is selected:
S2: Pt+1 = Pt, St+1 = St and Qt+1 = BQZt defined in

(35b).
If S is selected:
S2: Pt+1 = Pt, Qt+1 = Qt, and St+1 is obtained by the

following steps:
S2.1: Compute BSZt according to (35c).
S2.2: Compute the stepsize γt by the exact line search

(33).
S2.3: Update St+1 according to (36).

S3: t← t+ 1 and go to S1.

point of the sequence {Pt,Qt,St} generated by Alg. 4 is a
stationary point of (33).

We remark that Alg. 4 enjoys i) low complexity as all vari-
able updates can be performed by closed-form expressions; ii)
easy implementation as the three block variables are updated
sequentially and only a single processor is needed; and iii) fast
convergence as when a particular block variable is updated,
the most recent updates of previous blocks are exploited.
Although the gradient of the objective function w.r.t. each
block variable is Lipschitz continuous, the proposed algorithm
does not have any hyperparameters that are dependent on the
typically unknown Lipschitz continuity constant.

Simulations. The simulation problem parameters are set as
follows. N = 1000, K = 2000, I = 2000, ρ = 5. The regular-
ization parameters λ = 0.25 ‖Y‖ and µ = 2 ·10−4

∥∥DTY
∥∥
∞.

The elements of D are first generated according to the normal
distribution, and each row is then normalized to unity. The
elements of V follow the Gaussian distribution with mean 0
and variance 10−4. The density of S is 0.05 and its nonzero
elements are generated according to the normal distribution.
We set Y = PQ + DS + V, where P and Q are generated
randomly following the Gaussian distribution N (0, 100/I)
and N (0, 100/K), respectively. The simulation results are
averaged over 20 realizations. We remark for the completeness
of this paper that other algorithms proposed for (33) are
the ADMM [27] and BCD algorithms [28]. They are not
considered here because the ADMM algorithm does not have
a guaranteed convergence and the BCD algorithm is based on
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Figure 1. Joint estimation of low-rank and sparse signals: The achieved
objective function value versus the CPU time.

the row-wise update of S, which becomes inefficient when S
is large, see [17] for the detailed discussion and comparison.

In Fig. 1 the achieved objective function value versus the
CPU time of the parallel SCA algorithm [17] and the proposed
BSCA algorithm is plotted. For the parallel SCA algorithm, the
code is divided into blocks that are sequentially executed. We
see from Fig. 1 that the BSCA algorithm exhibits a much faster
convergence in terms of the CPU time than naively dividing
the parallel SCA algorithm into blocks and executing the
parallel blocks sequentially. This consolidates the intuition that
exploiting the most recent update of previous block variables is
beneficial and could significantly accelerate the convergence.

B. Quadratic Inverse Problems and Phase Retrieval

In phase retrieval problems, we are given a number of
magnitude measurements that are of the following form

yn ≈ (aTnx0)2, n = 1, . . . , N,

where x0 is the unknown sparse signal, an is a known
sampling vector5, and N is the number of observations. To
estimate x0 from the noisy magnitude measurements (yn)Nn=1,
one of the most popular approaches is optimization-based ap-
proach, which amounts to solving a quadratic inverse problem

minimize
x∈RK

1

4

N∑
n=1

(
(aTnx)2 − yn

)2
+ µ ‖x‖1 . (38)

Quadratic inverse problems are also referred to as the phase
retrieval problem [30] and it is an instance of (1) with the
decomposition

f(x) =
1

4

N∑
n=1

(
(aTnx)2 − yn

)2
, and g(x) = µ ‖x‖1 .

5For simplicity we assume x0 and an are real-valued, but all results can
be generalized to the complex-valued case.

Note that f is nonconvex and ∇f is not block Lipschitz
continuous.

Define ln(x) , (aTnx)2 − yn and rewrite f as the com-
position of functions f(x) =

∑N
n=1

1
4 (ln(x))2. To apply the

proposed BSCA algorithm, we first approximate f(x) by the
partial linearization approximation (see (22)), that is,

f̃(xk;xt) =
1

4

N∑
n=1

(ln(xt) + (xk − xtk)T∇kln(xt))2

+
ctk
2

∥∥xk − xtk
∥∥2
,

=
1

2
xTkD

t
kxk − xTk b

t
k, (39)

where ctk is a positive scalar, and

Dt
k , 2Akdiag(ATxt)diag(ATxt)AT

k + ctkI,

btk , Dt
kx

t
k −Ak((ATxt) ◦ l(xt)),

with

A ,
[
a1 . . . an . . . aN

]
=


A1

...
Ak

...
AK

 ∈ RK×N .

It can be verified that

∇kf̃(xt;xt) = ∇kf(xt) = Ak((ATxt) ◦ l(xt)).

The (outer-layer) approximation subproblem is

minimize
x

f̃(x;xt) + g(x). (40)

This problem however does not have a closed-form solution
and we solve it inexactly by running the SCA algorithm for
a finite number of iterations in the inner layer. For the inner-
layer approximation function, as f̃(xk;xt) is strictly convex
in xk, we adopt the best-response approximation: given xt,τk
at iteration τ of the inner layer,

f̃ ik(xk;xt,τk ,xt) =

Ik∑
ik=1

f̃(xik , (x
t,τ
jk

)jk 6=ik ;xt).

The inner-layer approximation subproblem has a closed-form
solution

Bkxt,τ = arg min
xk

f̃ ik(xk;xt,τk ,xt) + gk(xk)

= Sµd(Dt
k)−1

(
xt,τ − Dt

kx
t,τ − btk

d(Dt
k)

)
, (41)

where S is the soft-thresholding operator, and the vector
division is understood to be an element-wise operation.

Given the descent direction Bkxt,τ −xt,τk , we refine xt,τk as

xt,τ+1
k = xt,τk + γt,τ (Bkxt,τ − xt,τk ), (42)
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and the stepsize is obtained by performing the exact line
search, which has a simple analytical expression

γt,τ = arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
f̃(xtk + γt,τk (Bkxt,τ − xt,τk );xt)

g(xt,τk ) + γ(g(Bkxt,τ )− g(xt,τk ))

}

=

[
−

(Dt
kx

t,τ
k − btk)4xt,τk + µ

(∥∥Bkxt,τ∥∥1
−
∥∥xt,τk ∥∥1

)
(4xt,τk )TDt

k4xt,τk

]1

0

,

(43)

with 4xt,τk , Bkxt,τ − xt,τk . After repeating the above steps
for a finite number of iterations, we obtain an inexact solution
of the outer-layer approximation subproblem (40), which we
denote as x̂tk.

Since x̂tk − xtk is a descent direction of f + g along the
coordinate of xk, we are ready to refine xt:

xt+1
k = xtk + γt(x̂tk − xk), (44)

and xt+1
j = xtj for all j 6= k. We choose to estimate the

stepsize γt in the outer layer by the exact line search

γt = arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
f(xtk + γ(x̂tk − xtk),xt−k)

gk(xtk) + γ(gk(x̂tk)− gk(xtk))

}

= arg min
0≤γ≤1

{
1

4
v4γ

4 +
1

3
v3γ

3 +
1

2
v2γ

2 + v1γ

}
, (45)

where

v4 =
∥∥(AT

k x
t
k)2
∥∥2

2
,

v3 = 3(ATxt)T (AT
k4xtk)3,

v2 = (3(ATxt)2 − y)T (AT
k4xtk)2,

v1 = (AT
k4xtk)T

(
(ATxt)3 − (ATxt) ◦ y

)
+ µ(

∥∥x̂tk∥∥1
−
∥∥xtk∥∥1

),

with 4xtk , x̂tk − xtk. Solving the optimization problem in
(45) is equivalent to finding the nonnegative real root of a
third-order polynomial. By the Cardano’s method, γt has an
analytical expression

γt = [γ̄t]10, (46a)

γ̄t =
3

√
Σ1 +

√
Σ2

1 + Σ3
2 +

3

√
Σ1 −

√
Σ2

1 + Σ3
2 −

v3

3v4
,

(46b)

where Σ1 , −(v3/3v4)3 + v3v1/6v
2
4 − v1/2v4 and Σ2 ,

v1/3v4 − (v3/3v4)2. Note that in (46b), the right hand side
contains three values (two of them can attain complex num-
bers), and the equal sign must be interpreted as assigning the
smallest real nonnegative values.

The above steps are summarized in Alg. 5. When τ t = 1,
Alg. 5 reduces to directly adopting the hybrid approximation
(see (23)) for the quadratic inverse problem (38). In this case,
the outer-layer approximation subproblem has a closed-form
solution and the inner layer is thus not needed. On the contrary,
when τ t =∞, Alg. 5 reduces to the exact BSCA algorithm as
the outer-layer approximation subproblem is solved exactly.

The proposed algorithm has several notable advantages.
Firstly, it has a guaranteed convergence to a stationary point,
although the gradient of the smooth function f is not (block)

Algorithm 5 The inexact block successive convex approxima-
tion algorithm for quadratic inverse problem (38)
Initialization: t = 0, x0 (nonzero, arbitrary but fixed).
Repeat the following steps until convergence:
S1: Select the block variable xk to be updated according to
either the cyclic update rule or the random update rule.
S2: Compute x̂tk by the following steps:

S1.0: Set τ = 0 and xt,0k = xtk.
S1.1: Compute Bkxt,τ according to (41).
S1.2: Compute the stepsize γt,τ according to (43).
S1.3: Update xt,τ+1

k according to (42).
S1.4: If τ + 1 = τ̄t, xt+1

k = xt,τ̄tk and go to S2.
Otherwise τ ← τ + 1 and go to S1.1.

S3: Compute the stepsize γt by the exact line search (45).
S4: Update xt+1 according to (44).
S5: t← t+ 1 and go to S1.

Lipschitz continuous. Secondly, it exhibits a fast convergence
as the approximation function preserves the problem structure
to a large extent. Besides, it enables sequential block update
and is suitable for hardware with limited memory and/or
processing capability. Furthermore, it has low complexity as
all updates are based on analytical expressions.

Simulations. In our numerical simulations the dimension of
A is 5000×20000: all of its elements are generated randomly
by the normal distribution N (0, 1), and the columns of A are
normalized to have a unit `2-norm. The density (the proportion
of nonzero elements) of the sparse vector xtrue is 0.01. The
vector b is generated as b = (Axtrue)

2. The regularization
parameter µ is set to µ = 0.05

∥∥ATb
∥∥
∞, which allows xtrue

to be recovered to a high accuracy.
We compare the following two instances of the proposed

inexact BSCA framework (cf. Algorithm 3):
• BSCA algorithm with partial linearization approximation

(Algorithm 5), referred to as “BSCA”. Several variants
are considered, with different number of block variables
(K = 1, 2, 10) and inner layer iterations (τ t = 1, 10);

• BSCA algorithm with quadratic approximation (cf. (19)),
referred to as “BGD” (block gradient descent). Several
variants with different number of block variables (K =
2, 10) are considered. The approximation subproblem has
a closed-form solution and thus an additional inner layer
is not needed.

The simulation results in terms of the achieved objective value
versus the number of iterations and the CPU time are shown
in Fig. 2(a)(c) and Fig. 2(b)(d), respectively. Note that the
iterations in Fig. 2(a)(c) are normalized by the number of
blocks, that is, in one iteration, all block variables are updated
once by the cyclic update rule. All algorithms start with the
same random initial point, and the stepsize is determined
by the exact line search. The quadratic regularization gain
ctk = 10−4 in both BSCA and BGD algorithms.

In Fig. 2(a)-(b), we investigate the impact of the number
of blocks K, whereas all (inexact) BSCA algorithms have the
same inner layer iterations, namely, 10. Some observations are
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Figure 2. Phase retrieval: objective value versus the number of iterations and the CPU time

in order.
We see that all algorithms converge to the same objective

value. Note that the BSCA algorithm with K = 1 is in fact a
fully parallel SCA algorithm (see Sec. II) and thus regarded
as the benchmark algorithm.

All BSCA algorithms with different number of blocks
(K = 1, 2, 10) exhibit similar performance, in terms of both
the number of iterations and the CPU time. In practice, the
number of blocks can be determined adaptively based on
the problem size and memory/computational capability of the
existing hardware. Therefore, the BSCA algorithm can solve
a much larger problem than the standard fully parallel SCA
algorithm does.

A comparison of BSCA algorithms and BGD algorithms
in Fig. 2(a) reveals that BSCA algorithms need much fewer
iterations to converge. This consolidates the intuition that
exploiting more problem structure in the partial linearization

approximate leads to faster convergence than the general-
purpose quadratic approximation (cf. the discussion after (22)).
As we see from Fig. 2(b), this is however at the price of more
CPU time, as the iteration complexity increases.

The BSCA algorithms with different number of block
variables K = 2 and K = 10 exhibits similar performance.
However, the difference is more notable for BGD algorithms.

In Fig. 2(c)-(d) we investigate the impact of different inner
layer iterations. Some observations are in order.

On the one hand, Fig. 2(c) shows that the BSCA with 2
blocks converges in fewer iterations when the number of inner
iterations is τ tk = 10 than when τ tk = 1. On the other hand, it
is not surprising to see from Fig. 2(d) that more inner iterations
increase the overall CPU time.

The BSCA algorithm with a single inner iteration converges
in fewer iterations than their BGD counterpart, illustrating
again the effectiveness of the partial linearization approxima-
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tion. Their CPU time is also comparable when the number
of blocks is large (K = 10). For the BGD algorithm, more
blocks are beneficial in terms of both the number of iterations
and the CPU time.

We also compare with the bregman proximal gradient
descent (BPGD) algorithm proposed in [31]. The BPGD
algorithm extends the classical descent lemma by using non-
Euclidean distances of Bregman type. The central step is to
find a constant L and a convex distance function h such that
both Lh+f and Lh−f are convex. Particularly for the phase
retrieval problem (38), the Bregman-based proximal gradient
step at each iteration consists of minimizing a global upper
bound of the objective function f + g,

min
x

(
1

L
∇f(xt)−∇h(xt)

)T
x + h(x) +

1

L
g(x), (47)

where h(x) = 1
4 ‖x‖

4
+ 1

2 ‖x‖
2 and

L =

N∑
n=1

(
3 ‖an‖4 + ‖an‖2 yn

)
. (48)

We can see from (47) that the value of L is essential in the
convergence speed: a larger L indicates a less dominating role
of the function of interest f + g (compared with the distance
function h), and thus slower convergence. The theoretical
bound (48) usually tends to be overly conservative, and we
see from Fig. 3 that the BPGD algorithm (with discount
factor 1) converges in many more iterations than the proposed
BSCA algorithm6. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, even if
the theoretical bound in (48) is discounted by a factor of 10−4,
that is, L = 10−4

∑N
n=1

(
3 ‖an‖4 + ‖an‖2 yn

)
, convergence

of BPGD (with discount factor 10−4) is still observed in the
numerical tests. Finding an appropriate value of L that yields
fast convergence is a difficult task on its own. In contrast, the
proposed BSCA algorithm does not have any free parameters
to tune and it thus leads to robust performance for different
problem setups. We finally note that the BPGD algorithm does
not allow block updates.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we proposed a block successive convex ap-
proximation algorithm for nonsmooth nonconvex optimization
problems. The proposed algorithm partitions the whole set
of variables into blocks which are updated sequentially and
the dimension of each block can be adopted to the hard-
ware at hand. At each iteration, a block variable is selected
and updated by solving an approximation subproblem with
respect to that block variable. Compared with state-of-the-
art algorithms, the proposed algorithm has several attractive
features, namely, i) high flexibility, as the approximation
function only needs to be strictly convex and it does not
have to be a global upper bound of the original function;
ii) fast convergence, as the approximation function can be

6The complexity per iteration of the BSCA and the BPGD algorithms are
comparable: both involve a soft-thresholding operator and finding the zero of
a three-order polynomial.
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Figure 3. Phase retrieval: BSCA and BPGD in terms of the number of
iterations

tailored to the problem at hand and the stepsize is calculated
by the line search; iii) low complexity, as the approximation
subproblems usually admit a closed-form solution and the line
search scheme is carried out over a properly constructed differ-
entiable function; iv) guaranteed convergence to a stationary
point, even when the approximation subproblem is solved
inexactly and the objective function does not have a Lipschitz
continuous gradient. These attractive features are illustrated
by two applications in network anomaly detection and phase
retrieval, both theoretically and numerically.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof for the cyclic update: As the exact line search
yields a larger decrease in the objective function value than the
successive line search at each iteration, we prove the theorem
w.l.o.g. for the case that the stepsizes are calculated by the
successive line search.

Consider a limit point x? of the sequence {xt} and a
subsequence {xt}t∈T converging to x?. Since {f(xt)+g(xt)}
is a monotonically decreasing sequence which is bounded from
below,

lim
T 3t→∞

f(xt) + g(xt) = lim
T 3t→∞

f(xt+1) + g(xt+1)

= f(x?) + g(x?).

By further restricting to a subsequence if necessary, we can
assume w.l.o.g. that in the subsequence {xt}t∈T the first block
is updated. It follows from the definition of the successive line
search that for all t ∈ T :

f(xt+1) + g(xt+1)− (f(xt) + g(xt)) ≤ αβmtd1(xt) ≤ 0,

and thus
lim

T 3t→∞
βmtd1(xt) = 0. (49)

From (49) we claim that

lim
T 3t→∞

B1x
t − xt1 = 0. (50)
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f(xt1 + βmt−1 ‖4xt1‖
(B1x

t−xt1)

‖4xt1‖
,xt−1)− f(xt1,x

t
−1) + βmt−1 ‖4xt1‖

(g1(B1x
t)−g1(xt1))

‖4xt1‖
βmt−1 ‖4xt1‖

> α
d1(xt)

‖4xt1‖
.

To show this, we first assume the contrary: there exists a δ ∈
(0, 1) and a t̄ such that∥∥B1x

t − xt1
∥∥ ≥ δ, ∀T 3 t ≥ t̄. (51)

Then (49) can be rewritten as

lim
T 3t→∞

βmt
∥∥4xt1

∥∥ d1(xt)

‖4xt1‖
= 0. (52)

Define

4xt1 ,

[
B1x

t

g1(B1x
t)

]
−
[

xt1
g1(xt1)

]
, zt1 ,

4xt1
‖4xt1‖

.

Since ‖zt1‖ = 1, by further restricting to a subsequence if
necessary, we assume the limit point of the sequence {zt1}t∈T
is z?1 = (z?x1

, z?g1) such that

z?x1
= lim
T 3t→∞

B1x
t − xt1
‖4xt‖

,

z?g1 = lim
T 3t→∞

g1(B1x
t)− g1(xt1)

‖4xt‖
.

As d1(xt) = (B1x
t−xt1)T∇1f(xt) + g1(B1x

t)− g1(xt1) and
∇f and g are continuous functions,

lim
T 3t→∞

d1(xt)

‖4xt1‖
= ∇1f(x?)T z?x1

+ z?g1 .

There are two cases implied by (52) and we show that
neither of them is true.

Case A: The first case implied by (52) is that
limT 3t→∞ d(xt)/ ‖4xt‖ = 0, that is,

lim
T 3t→∞

d(xt)

‖4xt‖
= ∇1f(x?)T z?x1

+ z?g1 = 0. (53)

Note that z?x1
6= 0; otherwise it implies B1x

t − xt1 → 0 and
z?g1 = 0, and this would contradict the fact that ‖z?1‖ = 1.

Since δ/ ‖4xt1‖ ≤ 1 and X1 is a closed and convex set, the
limit point of the following sequence is contained in X1:

lim
T 3t→∞

xt1 +
δ

‖4xt1‖
(B1x

t − xt1) = x?1 + δz?x1
∈ X .

Applying the strict convexity of f̃(x1;y) in x1 for any given
y, we readily obtain

f̃
(
x?1 + δz?x1

;x?
)

+ g1(x?1) + δz?g1

> f̃(x?1;x?) + δ∇f̃1(x?1;x?)T z?x1
+ g1(x?1) + δz?g1

= f̃(x?1;x?) + g1(x?1) + δ(∇1f(x?1)T z?x1
+ z?g1)

= f̃(x?1;x?) + g1(x?1), (54)

where the equality in (54) follows from (53).

On the other hand, due to the convexity of f̃(x1;y) in x1

for any given y, we have

f̃

(
xt1 +

δ

‖4xt1‖
(B1x

t − xt1);xt
)

+
δ

‖4xt‖
g1(B1x

t) +

(
1− δ

‖4xt‖

)
g1(xt1)

≤ δ

‖4xt1‖
(f̃(B1x

t;xt) + g1(B1x
t))

+

(
1− δ

‖4xt1‖

)
(f̃(xt1;xt) + g1(xt1))

≤ f̃(xt1;xt) + g1(xt1),

where the last inequality comes from the optimality of B1x
t.

Taking limit of the above inequality we obtain

f̃(x?1 + δz?1;x?) + g1(x?1) + δz?g1 ≤ f̃(x?1;xt) + g1(x?1), (55)

which contradicts (54). Therefore (53) cannot be true and

lim
T 3t→∞

d1(xt)

‖4xt1‖
< 0. (56)

Case B: The second case implied by (52) (and (56)) is that

lim sup
T 3t→∞

βmt
∥∥4xt1

∥∥ = 0. (57)

Since βmt ‖4xt1‖ ≥ 0, (57) is equivalent to

lim
T 3t→∞

βmt
∥∥4xt1

∥∥ = 0. (58)

This together with (51) implies that βmt → 0, which further
implies that there exists t̄′ such that for T 3 t ≥ t̄′:

f(xt1 + βmt−1(B1x
t − xt1)) + βmt−1(g1(B1x

t)− g1(xt1))
> f(xt1) + αβmt−1d1(xt).

Rearranging the terms we obtain the inequality at the top of
this page. Letting T 3 t→∞, we obtain

∇1f(x?)T z?x1
+ z?g1 ≥ α(∇1f(x?)T z?x1

+ z?g1),

and thus
∇1f(x?)T z?x1

+ z?g1 ≥ 0. (59)

Repeating the above steps (54)-(55) in Case A (whereas the
“=” in (54) should be replaced by “≥” in view of (59)) leads
to a contradiction. Therefore (50) must hold.

Now we show x? is a stationary point of (1). On the one
hand, it follows from (50) that

lim
T 3t→∞

B1x
t = lim

T 3t→∞
(B1x

t − xt1 + xt1) = x?1, (60)

and {B1x
t}t∈T is thus bounded. On the other hand, it follows

from the definition of B1x
t that

f̃(B1x
t;xt) + g1(B1x

t) ≤ f̃(x1;xt) + g1(x1),∀x ∈ X ,
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and thus

f̃(x?1;x?) + g1(x?1) = lim
T 3t→∞

f̃(B1x
t;xt) + g1(B1x

t)

≤ lim
T 3t→∞

f̃(x1;xt) + g1(x1)

= f̃(x1;x?) + g1(x1),∀x ∈ X .

That is, x?1 is the optimal point of minx1∈X1
f̃(x1;x?) +

g1(x1) and it satisfies the first order optimality condition: g1

has a subgradient ξ1(x?1) such that

0 ≤ (x1 − x?1)T (∇1f̃(x?1;x?) + ξ1(x?1))

= (x1 − x?1)T (∇1f(x?) + ξ1(x?1)),

where the equality comes from Assumption (A3).
Furthermore, since limT 3t→∞ B1x

t − xt1 = 0,
limT 3t→∞ xt+1 = x?. In this subsequence {xt+1}t∈T ,
the second block variable is updated and following the above
line of analysis, we can conclude that

(x2 − x?2)T (∇2f(x?) + ξ2(x?2)) ≥ 0,∀x2 ∈ X2.

Repeating this process for the other block variables, we obtain
for k = 1, . . . ,K that

(xk − x?k)T (∇kf(x?) + ξk(x?k)) ≥ 0,∀xk ∈ Xk.

Adding them up over k = 1, . . . ,K, we readily see that x?

satisfies the first order optimality condition, namely,

(x− x?)T (∇f(x?) + ξ(x?)) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X ,

where ξ(x?) = (ξk(x?k))Kk=1. The proof is thus completed.
Proof for the random update: Suppose the block variable

xk is updated at iteration t. It follows from the update rule
that

f(xt+1) + g(xt+1) ≤ f(xt) + g(xt) + αβmt
∑
k∈Ut

dk(xt).

Introducing a Bernoulli random variable (Rtj)
K
j=1 where Rtj is

1 if xj is updated or 0 otherwise, we can rewrite the above
equation as

f(xt+1) + g(xt+1) ≤ f(xt) + g(xt) + αβmt
∑
k∈Ut

Rtkdk(xt).

Since E [Rtk|xt] = prk ≥ pmin, taking the expectation w.r.t.
(Rtj)

K
j=1 conditioned on xt yields

E
[
f(xt+1) + g(xt+1)|xt

]
≤ f(xt)+g(xt)+αpminβ

mtd(xt)

where d(xt) =
∑K
k=1 dk(xt), and Bxt = (Bkxt)Kk=1 or

equivalently,

Bxt = arg min
(xk∈Xk)Kk=1

K∑
k=1

(f̃k(xk;xt) + gk(xk)). (61)

Thus {f(xt) + g(xt)} is a supermartingale w.r.t. the natural
history. It follows from the supermartingale convergence the-
orem [32, Prop. 4.2] that, with probability 1, {f(xt) + g(xt)}
converges and

∞∑
t=0

βmtd(xt) > −∞. (62)

Consider a limit point of the sequence {xt} and a subse-
quence {xt}t∈T converging to that limit point. It follows from
(62) that ∑

t∈T
βmtd(xt) ≥

∞∑
t=0

βmtd(xt) > −∞,

and thus
lim

T 3t→∞
βmtd(xt) = 0. (63)

We claim that (63) implies that limT 3t→∞ Bxt − xt =
0. Similar to the proof for the cyclic update, we show
this by contradiction: we assume there exists a t̄ such that
‖Bxt − xt‖ ≥ δ for all t ∈ T and t ≥ t̄. Since the objective
function in (61) is strictly convex, it follows from the previous
steps that [cf. Case A in (56)]

lim
T 3t→∞

d(xt)

‖4xt‖
< 0

and lim supT 3t→∞ βmt ‖Bxt − xt‖ = 0 [cf. Case B in (58)].
This further implies that there exists a subsequence {βmt}t∈Ts
with Ts ⊆ T such that limTs3t→∞ βmt = 0. This statement,
however, cannot be true (see Case B of the previous proof).
Therefore limT 3t→∞ Bxt − xt = 0.

To conclude the proof, we need to show that the limit
point of {xt} is a stationary point. This can be proved by
following the same line of analysis in the previous proof ((60)
and onwards). The proof is thus completed.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Proof: We prove the theorem w.l.o.g. for the case that
only one iteration is executed, that is, τ̄t = 1 and τ = 0, while
the stepsizes are calculated by the successive line search.

From (11) we see that the approximation subproblem (10)
does not have to be solved exactly to obtain a descent
direction. As a matter of fact, repeating the same steps in
(11)-(13), we see that x̂tk − xtk for any point x̂tk would be a
descent direction of h(xk,x

t
−k) at xt as long as

f̃(x̂tk;xt) + gk(x̂tk)− (f̃(xtk;xt) + gk(xtk)) < 0. (64)

Given Assumptions (B1)-(B3), it follows from the same
line of reasoning in (4) (with the following notation mapping:
xt → xt,τk , Bxt → Bkxt,τ , f̃(x;xt) → f̃ i(xk;xt,τk ,xt),
f(x)→ f̃(xk;xt), g(x)→ gk(xk)) that

dk(xt,0) = (Bkxt,0 − xt,0k )T∇f̃(xt,0k ;xtk)

+ gk(Bkxt,0)− gk(xt,0k ) < 0. (65)

Since xt,1k is obtained by performing the successive line search
along f̃(xk;xt) + gk(xk) (cf. Step 2.3 of Alg. 3), we have

f̃(xt,1k ;xt)+gk(xt,1k )≤f̃(xt,0k ;xt)+gk(xt,0k )+αβmt,0dk(xt,0).
(66)

Combining (66) with (65) and recall x̂tk = xt,1k and xt,0k =
xtk, we readily obtain (64) and thus

0 > (x̂tk − xtk)T∇f̃(xtk;xt) + gk(x̂tk)− gk(xtk)

= (x̂tk − xtk)T∇kf(xt) + gk(x̂tk)− gk(xtk),
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where the inequality is due to the convexity of f̃(x;xt)
(Assumption (A1)) and the equality is due to Assumption
(A3). Since xt+1

k is obtained by performing the line search
over f + g along the coordinate of xk, cf. Step S3 of Alg. 3,
we have

f(xt+1) + g(xt+1)− (f(xt) + g(xt))

≤ αβmt((x̂tk − xtk)T∇kf(xt) + gk(x̂tk)− gk(xtk)) ≤ 0,

Consider a limit point x? and a subsequence {xt}t∈T
converging to x?, and assume w.l.o.g. that the first block
is updated in this subsequence. Following the same line
of analysis from (51) to (59) (with the notation mapping
Bkxt → x̂tk), we have

lim
T 3t→∞

x̂t1 − xt1 = 0.

and furthermore

lim
T 3t→∞

x̂t1 = lim
T 3t→∞

(x̂t1 − xt1 + xt1)

= lim
T 3t→∞

(x̂t1 − xt1) + lim
T 3t→∞

xt1 = x?1. (67)

We claim that x?1 is the optimal point of the following outer-
layer approximation subproblem (cf. (10)):

minimize
x1∈X1

f̃(x1;x?), (68)

and we show this by contradiction.
First of all, x?1 is the optimal point of problem (68) if and

only if it is an optimal point of the following inner-layer
approximation subproblem

minimize
x1∈X1

f̃ i(x1;x?1,x
?). (69)

Define x? , (x?1,x
?). If x?1 is not the optimal point of (69), we

denote as B1x
? an optimal point of (69). Then B1x

? 6= x?1 and
B1x

?−x?1 is a descent direction of f̃ i(x1;x?1,x
?) at x1 = x?1,

in the sense that d1(x?) < 0.
Recall xt,01 = xt1 and the optimality of B1x

t,0
1 with xt,01 =

(xt,01 ,xt), we note that for any x1 ∈ X1,

f̃ i(x1;xt1,x
t) + g1(x1) ≥ f̃ i(B1x

t,0
1 ;xt1,x

t) + g1(B1x
t,0
1 ).

Since {B1x
t,0
1 }t∈T is bounded by Assumption (B5), it has a

convergent subsequence and we denote its limit point as y1.
Restricting to that subsequnce if necessary, we have

f̃ i(x1;x?1,x
?)+g1(x1) = lim

T 3t→∞
f̃ i(x1;xt1,x

t) + g1(x1)

≥ lim
T 3t→∞

f̃ i(B1x
t,0
1 ;xt1,x

t) + g1(B1x
t,0
1 )

= f̃ i (y1;x?1,x
?) + g1 (y1) ,∀x1 ∈ X1.

Therefore,

lim
T 3t→∞

B1x
t,0
∣∣
xt,0=(xt1,x

t)
= y1 = B1x

?
∣∣
x?=(x?1 ,x

?)
.

Since the iterative algorithm in the inner layer is executed for
one iteration only,

x̂t1 = xt,11 = xt1 + γt,0(B1x
t,0 − xt1), (70)

where γt,0 is the stepsize obtained by applying successive line
search to f̃1(x1;xt) + g1(x1).

This successive line search consists of two conceptual steps.
The first conceptual step is to identify the set of γ such thatγ(xt) ≥ 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f̃(xt1 + γ(xt)(B1x

t,0 − xt1);xt)

+g1(xt1) + γ(xt)(g1(B1x
t,0)− g1(xt1))

= f̃(xt1;xt) + g1(xt1) + αγ(xt)d(xt,0)

 .

This set is a singleton since d(xt,0) < 0 and f̃(x1;xt) is
strictly convex. The second conceptual step is to identify the
smallest nonnegative integer mt,0 such that βmt,0 ≤ γ(xt).
We assume w.l.o.g. that {γ(xt)}t∈T is bounded; otherwise
βmt,0 = 1 and limT 3t→∞ βmt,0 = 1. Restricting to a
convergent subsequence of {γ(xt)}t∈T if necessary, it follows
from [33, 5.8 Example] that limT 3t→∞ γ(xt) = γ(x?), where
γ(x?) > 0 satisfies

f̃(x?1 + γ(x?)(B1x
? − x?1);x?) + g1(x?1)

+ γ(x?)(g1(B1x
?)− g1(x?1))

= f̃(x?1;x?) + g1(x?1) + αγ(x?)d(x?).

Therefore, limT 3t→∞ βmt,0 = βm
?

> 0, where m? is the
smallest nonnegative integer such that βm

? ≤ γ(x?). Taking
the limit of (70), we have

lim
T 3t→∞

x̂t1 = lim
T 3t→∞

(xt1 + βmt,0(B1x
t,0 − xt1))

= x?1 + βm
?

(B1x
? − x?1). (71)

Since βm
?

> 0 in (71), it is also valid for the case that
{γ(xt)}t∈Ts is unbounded and limT 3t→∞ βmt,0 = 1.

A comparison between the two equations (67) and (71)
implies that x?1 = B1x

?, and hence a contradiction is derived.
Therefore, x?1 is the optimal point of (68). By following the
same line of analysis of the proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix
A, we can repeat the same steps for x2,x3, . . . ,xK . Therefore
x? is a stationary point of (1) and the proof is completed.
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